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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:  COLIN  MONTGOMERIE  
Wednesday, October 28, 2015  
 
 

DAVE SENKO:  Colin, thanks for joining us. 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Not at all.  Thank you very much.  Sorry I was delayed. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Next-to-last event of the year and you come in the Schwab Cup.  Maybe 

just get us started about these next couple weeks, how critical they are among the three 

players now fighting for the Schwab Cup title. 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  It's very exciting obviously.  There's three guys that have an 

opportunity.  I'm just delighted to be one of them because of its intensity.  And because I 

finished second last year, the goal was always at the try to finish one more.  Whenever 

you're second in anything, you want to be okay, well, why wasn't I one?  What can I do to 

improve?   

 

I feel that this year I've improved my consistency and I went down to -- because of its 

intensity, as I said, and the competitiveness of it the last two tournaments, seven rounds of 

golf, I went down to see Paul Marchand, my coach down in Houston, Friday morning.  I also 

stopped in here in Carlsbad to see the Callaway guys, the Odyssey guys actually, the 

putting guys to see what was awry there as well.  Everything's been checked over and we've 

crossed the Ts and dotted the Is and we're ready to go for the last seven rounds of the year, 

which obviously are important.  This is the business end of the year and it was important to 

see Paul Marchand and also Nick Arthur and Randy Peterson down at the Odyssey place 

down at Del Mar there, the Callaway Performance Center, which I remember from my days 

when it was just opened in 1994 when I first joined Callaway.  So great time and looking 

forward to the next, as I say, the next seven rounds of golf, very much so. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Anything in particular you worked with Paul, that you focused on?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, there was a couple of things that were just you get into bad 

habits through the year, you get into bad habits and you tend to be doing things that you 

didn't think you were.  It was more alignment and more direction than it was anything else.  

And he's very good, he keeps it very simple, which is important for me.  He's such a lovely 

guy and I've seen him since 1998 now, Paul, and we work well together, yeah. 

 

Q.  You talked about fine tuning your game, but since the Senior PGA, you were on 

quite a tear, six Top 3s in a row.  That's a pretty good stretch.  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, it was.  Six Top 3s is as good as you can get out here 

really consistency wise.  As I say, there's nothing really wrong, it's just that I want to give 

everything -- I want to finish in Phoenix, and if I don't win and Bernhard or Jeff wins the 

Schwab Cup, I will first congratulate them and I can go home on that flight from Phoenix to 
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London on Sunday evening saying to myself, well, I've given myself the best chance.  That's 

all I want to be able to say.  I don't want to come here and think, oh, well, if I had only done 

that or done that.  I have now given myself the best opportunity and I'm starting with a lead, 

so yeah, things are okay. 

 

Q.  How about winning your first three titles on this tour were all majors?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yes, indeed.  I've never won a three-round event yet.  I would 

love to start doing that.  I've only won the four-rounders and my game was always based on 

that.  I found it a transition to play in the three-round events.  It's much quicker, you've got to 

get off rolling very quickly in a three-round event than the four.  And I've been close 

obviously a couple times, but just not pulled it off, so I would love to here.  It would give me a 

little bit of breathing space coming into the Charles Schwab Cup in Phoenix.  

 

Q.  That 62 you finished with here last year, does that help you going into this week? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Of course it does, sure it does.  I feel like having played the 

course four times now, one in a pro-am and three tournament rounds, that I know my way 

around.  And I shot 62, it does give you confidence.  There's no question that the last round 

was a good one.  I feel as if I know my way around, yeah. 

 

Q.  It's not French Lick, but how would you characterize this course?  Short, 

tree-lined, traditional? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, but you've got to be very, very careful.  The holes like the 

first hole cause a lot of problems with the bunkers now, the new bunkering.  And then the 

seventh hole for instance, a very short par 4 and yet a lot of 5s I made.  It's funny.  You think 

about the 12th hole as well.  But if you get offline with the driver just a hair, you can find 

yourself in trouble.  You've got to be very careful, you've got to plan your way around.  

There's more to the course than first meets the eye, yeah. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Colin, as a player, what would it mean to win the Charles Schwab Cup?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Well, as a British player, it would mean everything really.  Having 

not ever taken my membership up on the U.S. tour, the PGA TOUR, and having done it now 

on the Champions Tour, it would be great in my second full season having finished second 

the first year, to go and win it.  But it will take a lot of effort.  Bernhard's playing as well as he 

ever, ever has.  We all know that.  Jeff is as steady a player and as good a player as you 

can get.  So it will take a lot of good golf.  But I'll give myself the best opportunity, I come in 

here with seven rounds to go.  I never had opportunity last time.  Last year I was too far 

behind.  Bernhard had actually won it before we got to the Charles Schwab Cup.  This year 

that's not the case, so I'm ahead of the game slightly this year that I'm giving myself an 

opportunity. 

 

Q.  What were your expectations coming onto the tour and how did they match the 
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reality? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Interesting in that I was always told the standard of golf was 

extremely high.  I can verify that now in saying that the standard of golf is extremely high.  

I've had to play as well as I did in the '90s to compete out here.  I'm finding that I'm playing 

as much as I ever did, so therefore playing as well as I ever did because I think playing once 

a month or whatever it was is no good, you get rusty.  Now I'm playing most weeks and I'm 

enjoying it and I think that's vital.  If you enjoy something, you're usually quite good at it and 

I'm enjoying it out here, very much so.  They told me this was the best tour in the world and 

they were right, it is. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  I was going to ask you, maybe you could retrace your trip this year, but you 

played at Pebble Beach. 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yes. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  And then you went home.  I know you went to Russia? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, we had to go to Russia, yeah.  I got home from Pebble 

Beach, from San Francisco, which is a long flight, and then back to London.  Got home for a 

couple of days and then had to leave for the Caspian Sea in Azerbaijan.  I opened a course 

there in Azerbaijan.  Then back again just in time to get back to Newark.  I hired a car in 

Newark for a company day for Aberdeen Asset, an outing I did at Baltusrol actually where 

your PGA is played next year.  Hired a car in Baltusrol and I've still got it.  I've still got my 

car.  I drove from Newark then down to North Carolina, played at the SAS tournament, and 

drove on from there to San Antonio.  Back to Houston to do some work for MD Anderson 

here, and then Houston across here to Newport Beach.  Then I'm going to drive from just 

around the corner this time, I could walk to Phoenix from here.  Then I'm going to have to 

unfortunately hand my car in in Phoenix after nearly 4,000 miles. 

 

Q.  Who's paying that bill? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Well, it's an Avis bill so it will come to me unfortunately.  And I'll 

hand it in in Phoenix and BA will look after me on the way home back to London.  

 

DAVE SENKO:  Have you ever kept track of how many miles you've flown in your career.  I 

know Gary Player -- 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, he makes a big deal of it.  If I'm half what he's done, I've 

done a lot.  Or if half what he says he's done, but it's a lot.  Yeah, back and forth, it's been 

difficult.  And it's great to think I'm still competing here at this level because it has been 

difficult.  I'm 52 years old, it takes more out of you flying back and forth all the time.  To get 

from Pebble Beach to Azerbaijan was a 12-hour time difference and that's your maximum 

and it is tough, it is tougher.  And to come back over here again, it's not easy back and forth 

all the time not having a house here.   
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Our youngest is 15 and it stops my wife, the mother really, from traveling as much because 

he's still in high school.  I do it myself and it's quite, it's tiring and I've got to -- I still haven't 

quite figured it out properly yet whereby after holidays and some holidays the family comes 

over.  But I'm still in the planning stages of trying to get this right where I cannot have to go 

home and get the family over here because it's a lovely spot anyway, America, and the 

holidays what have you, it's a great place to be anyways.  I've got to try and go home less 

and stay over here more and I've got to balance it.  But it's a balance.  I've got seven or eight 

balls in the air and you're juggling them all the time and you don't want to drop the family 

one.  That's the number one you don't drop. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Will you play after Schwab Cup any more?  Do you have anything else on 

your schedule later in the year?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  No, I'm just going back to Atlanta for an advertisement the 

following week, which is mad, for a day in Atlanta after I get home back to London, which is 

mad.  I've got one more tournament.  I go down to Mauritius, it's the last event of the year on 

the European Seniors Tour.  I managed to win their money title, which is great.  I go down to 

Mauritius via Dubai from Glasgow, which is great, and that's it.  I get back on the 15th of 

December and I think I'm going to put my feet up then.  I think I'm going to put the fire on, do 

all the things that you do and enjoy Christmas with the family.  Before of course we start 

again quite early in Hawaii, of course, which again is the 11-hour time difference for me back 

to Hawaii and we start all over begin and it's mad.  But as I said, it's the best tour in the 

world, it's exciting and I'm delighted to be a part of it. 

 

Q.  $2 million buys a lot of Fox's Biscuits?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  It does indeed.  I'm still okay for Fox's Biscuits to buy them.  The 

competitors I have to buy.  Yeah, you think about prize money, what have you, the prize 

money alone to think of $2 million when you're in your 50s, this is a marvelous, marvelous 

golf tour, it really is.  And there's three of us vying for this and obviously three of us by 

definition have earned over $2 million each and it's quite phenomenal and I look forward to 

the next years, I really do.  

 

Q.  What makes this event so important on the Champions Tour?  Why is this 

tournament so important to you? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  It's at a great time, it's got a great schedule, hasn't it, this one.  

Everyone wants to play here because they're either vying as I am trying to win the Charles 

Schwab Cup, or people trying to get into the Charles Schwab Cup or people trying to keep 

their card.  This is the last event and it's at a great time of year so it's going to encourage the 

strongest field possible.  For instance, I'm playing with Lee Janzen and Vijay Singh.  There's 

five, six majors between them.  So it's a great field this week and it's a lovely spot.  It's a 

lovely spot, isn't it?  Newport Beach, it has that connotation to it.  Newport Beach, oh, that's 

a shame.  Southern California, you know?  For me, for the likes of myself who lives in 
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Scotland, to come over here in October, late October, and see this weather like this, it's a 

delight, so that's encouraging as well.  And I've got my wife and daughter over here for the 

next couple of weeks and there's some great places to eat and to view and to be around, so 

this is a nice spot, this is a nice spot. 

 

Q.  Why do you think that Fred Couples has managed to do so well here at Newport 

Beach Country Club? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Yeah, well, he lives here, doesn't he, I believe now?  He's a 

resident of Newport Beach and he must play this course quite a bit.  There's a reason why 

Freddie Couples does well anyway, because Freddie Couples is bloody good, right?  It 

doesn't matter where he's playing.  Freddie Couples is good wherever he plays.  I think 

home course advantage, I think the home crowd.  I think the crowd here, it's a sort of 

semi-retired area if you like, so the crowds will be out Friday, never mind Saturday and 

Sunday.  We look forward to it.  And he's defending champion and I wish him well along with 

everybody else.  Yeah, but Freddie's good anyway. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Thanks, Colin. 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Perfect.  Thank you for your time. 
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